where D is the discriminant of X\ y • • • , x ni and #i, • • • , a n are the elementary symmetric functions or E.S.F.'s. In applications to problems involving the differential equations satisfied by algebraic functions or the algebraic properties of the solutions of algebraic differential equations, it is desirable to have some method for passing from (1) to (2). The proof of the basic theorem, although constructive, gives a method that is prohibitively laborious and will often introduce unnecessary powers of D. It is the object of this paper to present an exhaustion procedure which greatly simplifies the work and obviates the latter danger.
2. Preliminaries. It is no restriction to limit ourselves to symmetric differential functions generated by a single term of (1). Term A of such a function will be said to be of higher order than term B if the first exponent v^ in A which differs from the corresponding exponent v' tj in B is the larger. 
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where we have Pa = \ij for i greater than zero and otherwise vol -Xoz + Z^ X;/. Now = Xoz + 2-/ X»/ "~ ( Xoz+i + 2^ X», -)
and since Xoz^O condition (3) is certainly satisfied. Moreover, if it is satisfied, the equations ?»,• =A*7, for i greater than one and (4) otherwise determine all the X's uniquely.
3. The procedure. We now consider the possibility of finding expression (2) by subtracting from f(xi, • • • , x n ) a suitable multiple of that power product of the derivatives of the E.S.F.'s which its highest order term defines, by Theorem 1 ; and then proceeding in a similar manner with the resulting function.
THEOREM 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that (1) be expressible as a rational integral function of the E.S.F.'s and their derivatives is that the highest order term of each function obtained by successively eliminating highest order terms satisfy condition (3).
PROOF. From Theorem 1 it follows that condition (3) is certainly necessary. Sufficiency also follows from this theorem if we may be assured that there are only a finite number of terms lower than the original highest order term. This follows from the fact that in each term which occurs T^Vt-,-=y^X t -,-= M, a fixed quantity.
If the conditions of Theorem 2 are not satisfied, we will encounter a symmetric differential function ƒ2 whose highest order term does not satisfy condition (3). The highest order term of D 1S X1 Xo ... Xft. It is clear that multiplication of ƒ2 by a sufficiently high power p% of D will give a function whose highest order term satisfies condition (3). Thus we can continue as before hoping that the process will terminate. THEOREM 3. The exhaustion procedure terminates and when it does it gives the minimum power of D for which an expression of the form of (2) exists.
PROOF. Let p be the smallest power of D for which an expression of the form (2) exists, and suppose that in the exhaustion process we have reached a point so that (5) ƒ(*!, • • «, Xn) = /l + -+ T3-+ ' * ' + -7Z '
where ƒ* denotes a rational integral function of the E.S.F.'s and their derivatives, prlàp, and b r , the highest order term of//, does not satisfy condition (3). If we replace ƒ(xi, • • • , x n ) by its equivalent as given by equation (2) and multiply both sides of the result by D Pr , we obtain an expression for// as a rational, integral function of the E.S.F.'s and their derivatives. This however contradicts Theorem 1 unless b r = Q and this implies that// =0 which in turn proves the first assertion. Now if p r >P, we can immediately prove that D divides f r considered as a function of the E.S.F.'s and their derivatives. This completes the proof of the theorem.
As a corollary of Theorem 2 and as an example of the fact that the power of D occurring in the denominator of (2) may be less, for an extensive class of functions, than might be expected from the original construction, we prove this theorem: Now the highest order term for any such differential expression satisfies condition (3), for, if not, a,-_.ièa/ and simply by interchanging Xj and Xj-i we could obtain a term of higher order. Thus our result follows directly from Theorem 2.
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